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Printing 
Products



Full Color Announcement Cards and Full Color Announcement Magnets make ideal messaging tools 
for individuals and businesses in a wide variety of vertical markets. Printed on premium substrates 
or 17-point magnetic stock (for magnets) with a range of finishing options, Announcement Cards 
and Announcement Magnets are a great way to ensure that your carefully crafted message gets 
delivered, seen and saved. Announcement Cards are flat cards with the option of blank envelopes. 
Great for Save the Date Announcements, Special Promotions, Store Openings and Sample Sales.

Booklets are powerful sales tools and provide an excellent way to communicate key messages 
about your services, products and company. Booklets range from 4 to 52 pages, printed on a 
selection of stocks and assembled in-house. To ensure the pagination is correct, pages should be 
submitted as single pages, not as spreads, except for 4 page and 6 page booklets where printer 
spreads are required. All elements, text and images not intended to bleed off need to be at least 
0.25” from the cut line for safety.

Announcement Cards

Booklets

EndurACE is a truly unique product consisting of special materials that make it water proof, resilient, 
and give it a durability that will last for many years. EndurACE gives your customers the ability to get 
maximum exposure out of each card. They are great for restaurant menus, emergency services, 
insurance cards, business cards and many other creative ideas. EndurACE is a 10pt thick stock which 
has the feel and body of our 100lb paper stock.

EndurACE

Our CD and DVD products are tailored to industry-standard jewel cases and slip covers. They are 
the perfect solution for businesses who manufacture CDs or DVDs, or for presentations, training 
videos, and software programs. Our CD sleeves are the perfect no-jewel case option for that 
professional and presentable finish.

CD & DVD

Plastic Cards are a great way to put your business in the lead! They offer thousands of practical and 
promotional applications with a huge market. Plastics are set to super affordable Trade-Only prices, 
providing a huge opportunity to perfect your profits with comfortable mark-ups. Plastic Cards are 
durable and printed on 20PT Plastic Opaque White, Frosted, and Clear stocks.

Commonly used in the travel and tourism industry, our Custom Rack Cards are printed on premium 
quality cardstock and can be used to promote anything from travel packages, to products & 
services, limited time offers and more.

Plastic Cards

Rack Cards
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Business
Cards
Reach new markets, maintain contacts and more with premium quality Business Cards one product that 
no business can survive without! And with high standards in quality, service and turnaround, customers are 
guaranteed to make an impact with some of the finest looking cards in the industry. All for a price that can’t be 
beat.

Spot Gloss UV • Ultra Thick • Plastic • Folded • Matte • Glossy • and many more!
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Saddle Stitched Catalogs have a thicker cover 
stock for enhanced quality and durability and 
are great for booklets, magazines, newsletters, 
event programs and more! Our professional 
saddle stitch binding offers a great finishing 

option for your documents.

Catalog

Door
Hangers

Door Hangers help you maximize your 
marketing impact efficiently. 

A quick way to spread the word to local customers. 
They are at the pinnacle of effectiveness in this rapidly 

evolving world of direct marketing strategies.

• Target specific neighborhoods or towns

• Easily slides on with one hand

• Eye-catching full color printing

• Printed on premium cardstock

• Die-cut hole keeps door hanger in place

Add a new dimension to your prints! 4D 
Lenticular Prints is a new product that 
offers you dimensional print to deliver 
twice the message in the same print.

4D Lenticular Prints
With a variety of card stocks, 

you can be sure you won’t lose 
your place with these excellent 

bookmarks.

Bookmarks
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Offset Envelopes
 
Offset envelopes are printed flat on offset presses, 
then die cut and converted into envelopes. For Offset 
envelopes with bleed on the face or print on any 
flap, it is required that the artwork be placed on a  
Certified Envelope Template.

Digital Envelopes
 
Digital envelopes are pre-converted and printed 
on high tech digital equipment. They’re available as 
4/0 (Full Color on Front - envelope face), 4/4 (Full 
Color on Back Flaps) and 0/4 (No Color on Front - 
envelope face and Full Color on the Back Flaps). Full 
color backgrounds are NOT recommended, it is best 
to use a white background with low ink coverage, 
(e.g. logo and text only), the ink coverage should not 
exceed 40%.

Envelopes

Perfect for clothing, accessories and 
more, Hang Tags are a great way 

to add essential information to your 
merchandise. Drill Holes are a standard 
feature and are included with all of our 

Hang Tags products.

Complete your business package 
with 70lb Premium Uncoated Text 

letterheads. They are printed on bright 
white, heavy bond paper.

Hang Tags Letterheads
All Linen stock is 30% recycled material. 
Linen Text and Cover allows your print 

products to gain a unique feel and texture. 
It can enhance the appearance of your 

business package and will certainly make 
a grand impression.

Linen Coated
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Give your brand, product or service staying power by advertising with Magnets! Printed on 
premium quality 17pt magnet-backed stock Uncoated, Magnets come in sizes ranging from 

Business Card size, to Announcement Card size. Announcement Cards are flat cards that are 
perfect for invitations and save the date cards, plus they come with optional matching Blank 

70lb Opaque Envelopes.

Magnets

Showcase deals, designs and brand identity with high-quality, multi-purpose Menus. The 
perfect marketing option for restaurants, trade shows and events, these high quality printed 

materials feature a variety of sizes, stocks, finishes and folds to fit any occasion or promotion. 
Present what your business has to offer and experience the versatility of Menus today!

Menus

Custom Calendars mean 365 days of brand exposure! Calendar printing is an easy and cost-
effective way to make sure your business or brand is seen by dozens, hundreds or thousands 
of people every day. It’s also a great way to promote your business. Our full-color Calendars 

are printed on top-quality offset and digital printing presses and they range from 24 to 32 

Get the word out with our Greeting Cards and Announcement Cards. Both products are 
available with unique finishing options and are printed on the highest quality paper. 

Greeting Cards include a half score and some have the option to add Gift Card Slits, while 
Announcement cards are flat cards.

Calendars

Greeting Cards

Flyers and Brochures are available with a variety of folding options in various sizes. Standard 
Accordion folds are offered as 4-panels. We also offer 5-panel Accordion fold jobs via 

Estimating only. Coating options on this product category include AQ or UV Coating. No AQ or 
Spot AQ is available through estimating.

Flyers & Brochures
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Event 
Tickets

Out-Stub the Competition with 
Premium full color Event Tickets!

Available in a variety of popular sizes with optional 
Variable Numbering and Perforation, Event Tickets 

are printed using superior quality stocks and 
finishes for a professional touch.

Numbered tickets are essential for any paid event, 
allowing you to ensure that all entrants are paid 

and accounted for. Great for things like fundraisers, 
raffles, charity galas, theater and more.

Notepads are available in various sizes and page count with a full four color process. All 
the notepads come with a nice sturdy chipboard backing and the pages are compiled of 
premium 70lb text with maximum brightness. Run size quantities are based on total number 
of finished pads.

Notepads

Leave the carbon mess behind with NCR Forms, the modern alternative to carbon 
paper! NCR Forms are an efficient way to provide multicolored copies of a single 

document with handwritten or typed information. Use them as order forms, packing 
lists, invoices, receipts, and more. Useful where signatures, dollar amounts, or other 

information will be added to the form by hand.

NCR Forms

Sell sheets are a great example of how our relentless pursuit of the highest quality products 
pays off. A great 4-color glossy sell sheet can make the difference between whether a 

company is seen as an industry leader or a prospective client.

Sell Sheet
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Table Runners will add a finished professional look to any table display, trade show booth, or 
special event. They are 100% polyester, wrinkle resistant and printed using a superior quality dye 
sublimation process.

Roll Labels are great for packaging and promotions and they are printed on high tech digital 
equipment. Use them on bottles, as warning labels, or for branding. With different stock options, 
you will never run out of uses.

Table Covers

Roll Labels

Posters
12pt C2S Blockout Posters are an economical 

paper option featuring thickness and durability.
Its semi-gloss surface and the block-out center layer will keep the light out, ensuring 100% 

opacity. They are ideally used to print indoor signs, banners, and P.O.P. items.

Any flat surface or countertop becomes premium ad space with easel backed Counter Cards. Use them 
in glass display cases, on bookshelves, register counters and tabletops. Place your marketing message 

at eye level with full color printed Counter Cards. With several sizes to choose from and the option of 
lightweight Foamcore or durable PVC, Counter Cards fit a variety of applications. Counter Cards have 

white chipboard easel backs and are recommended for indoor use.

Stickers are the perfect way to brand boxes, bags and retail products, while allowing you to 
elevate your brand with optional Akuafoil.

Counter Cards

Stickers
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Postcards

Window Clings are near photo quality 
and ideal for POP signage on glass or 

glass-like smooth clean surfaces. They 
are printed on a glossy material and can 
be used indoor or outdoor. Clear Window 
Clings are range in sizes from 3x3 to 12x18 
and cling on the front side of the print. If 
your Clear Window Cling is intended to 

be viewed from the outside of a window, 
then the artwork must be reversed prior to 

submission.

The most versatile marketing
tool out there.
There are so many ways to use a postcard. 
They’re ideal for elegant invitations or 
presenting your business in a premium way 
via mail or in person. And because they don’t 
have to be opened, they’re more likely to be 
seen than other forms of direct marketing.

Make your headline hit home
Tell readers how your business or product will 
benefit them, but make it short and engaging.

Keep it simple
Don’t over complicate your message. Too 
much information can be overwhelming, so 
it’s best to be concise.

Give them a deal
Customers are far more likely to purchase if 
you include a special offer or discount.

Tell readers what to do
Do you want them to go to your website? Visit 
your shop? Give them a call to action and 
they’ll follow.

More convenient than ever, Tear-Off Cards 
are a perfect 2-in-1 promotion piece to 

get your name out and your customers to 
easily remember you. Tear-Off Cards have 
a perforated business card on the bottom, 
where your customers can easily tear-off 
and store. As well Tear-Off Cards offer a 
multitude of uses such as membership 

cards, coupons, raffle tickets, appointment 
cards, etc. Use the post card area to pass 
on information and the tear-off section to 

make a remarkable statement.

Impress your business meetings, 
conferences and trade shows with 

durable, high quality Presentation Folders. 
Choose from a variety of papers, coating 

options and sizes. Be one of a kind with the 
unique 6x9 mini folders. Complement your 

presentation with Sell Sheets, Flyers and 
Business Cards.

Window Clings Tear Off Cards Presentation Folders
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Majestic
Products



Natural Cards: Light cream in color with a 
smooth finish, our 14pt Natural stock gives 

cards an organic look and feel.

Suede with Raised Foil Add a flash of brilliance to suede 
Raised Foil: Foil stamping typically a commercial printing 
process, is the application of metallic or pigmented foil on 
to a solid surface by application of a heated die onto foil, 
making it permanently adhere to the surface below leaving 
the design of the dye. The cards are printed on 16pt card 
stock, laminated on both sides with 1.5mil scuff resistant, 
soft velvet laminate, which give them a substantial 
thickness of 19pt. Please note that the raised foil effect is 
used for the front of your product only.

Raised Spot UV: Suede Raised Spot UV Cards feature smooth glossy 
raised areas that contrast beautifully with the Suede/Soft Touch 

Laminate foundation of the cards. Spot UV will bring jealousy to all of your 
competitors and attract new business with your beautiful new Raised Spot UV 

cards!

Foil Worx: Shimmer and shine brought to 
your product with Foil Worx! Having the 
option between gold, copper or silver 

foil accents on 14pt Uncoated or 16pt Silk 
Laminated Business Cards and Postcards 

for an ultra-refined custom finish that 
adds worldliness and chicness to any 

company.

Luster Cards:  Luster Cards are printed with 
high-quality offset equipment on 16pt card 
stock and then they are laminated with an 
optically clear 3mil high-gloss laminate on 

both sides, making the cards a colossal 
22pt thick. Giving your business cards a 

durable beautiful water resistant coating 
that will make a lasting impression.

Natural Cards Foil Worx Luster Cards

Raised Foil

Raised
Spot UV
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Brown Kraft Cards: Light brown kraft paper has natural fibers and subtle visible flecks to give 
Kraft Cards an organic look and feel. The stock is 100% recycled lending to its rustic, eco-friendly 
appeal.

Pearl Cards: Our 14pt Metallic Pearl paper is a unique stock that shimmers in light when viewed 
from different angles. The stock itself is embedded with Pearl fibers that give the paper an 
overall smooth, metallic look. Printing on this stock will give your CMYK colors a subtle shimmer, 
however; heavy ink densities or coverage may diminish the effect.

Brown Kraft Cards

Pearl Cards

Silk Cards: Silky smooth to the touch with a matte appearance, Silk Cards are laminated 
on both sides giving them a supple texture and added durability. Long lasting water and 
tear resistant 16PT Silk cards bring sophistication to print products and marketing materials, 
enhancing your customer’s brand and allowing them to stand out from the crowd.

Silk Cards

Give customers an edge over the competition 
with Solid PAINTED EDGE business cards!
This card is a sturdy, ultra thick, 32pt with plenty of room on the 
edge for featuring color accents. Choose from a selection of eye-
catching, vivid colors, or classic white. Create an unmistakably 
bold and solid statement.

Painted
Edge Cards
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Printed Edge Cards: Give your business an edge over the competition with Solid PAINTED EDGE 
business cards! This card is a robust, ultra dense, 32pt with plenty of room on the edge for 
featuring color accents.Your choice from a selection of breathtaking, lively colors, or classic 
white.

Akualfoil:  Printing, the result includes shiny, metallic features. On the other hand, cold foil 
printing is a printing process that uses a standard printing plate. During the process of using it, 
a cold foil adhesive is used to print an image onto a substrate.

Feel the difference with Suede Cards
Suede Cards: Feel the difference with Suede Cards – 
soft to the touch, they bestow luxury to brands and 
create high impact marketing pieces. Suede Cards are 
printed with high quality offset equipment on 16pt card 
stock, then they are laminated on both sides with 1.5mil 
scuff resistant, soft velvet laminate, which give them a 
substantial thickness of 19pt.

Edge Cards

Akuafoil

Platinum Pearl Cards: The ideal for bringing style and class to brands. This luxurious silvery 
substrate has a subtle glimmer and an ultra smooth surface, adding dimension and impact to 
images on every printed product. Announcement cards are also available with the option to 
add 70lb Pearl blank envelopes.

Platinum Pearl Cards

Suede 
Cards
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Grand
Format



Yard Signs are printed in full color on premium 24pt board stock that is polyethylene coated on 
both sides.  Yard Signs are printed on 22” x 28” sheets that are scored in half to be folded to 22” X 

14”. U-Frames are available for purchase.

Outdoor Banners can be used for billboards, building wraps, banners, trade show signage 
and more. Waterproof and durable use them outdoors and indoors.

High quality prints on 17mil Artist Canvas printed and mounted on light and durable 
stretcher bars. These prints can be used as gifts or business and photography 
applications. Available in different standard sizes.

Yard Signs

Wall Mounted Canvas

Outdoor Banner

Perfect for outdoor use, our Bumper Stickers adhere easily to bumpers and have the 
strength to withstand a variety of environmental conditions. Great for use on car 
bumpers, motorcycles, suitcases, bicycles and so much more. So go ahead and hit the 
streets with your brand, full speed ahead! Bumper Stickers can be ordered with Gloss UV 
Clear Lamination for longer-lasting outdoor durability

Bumper Stickers
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Deluxe Banner Stands are a more stylish alternative to our normal retractable stands. Bigger, heavi-
er base with chrome accents make it stand out. 10 mil indoor vinyl, Collapsible and portable, comes 

with a convenient carrying case.

Deluxe
Banner Stand

Transform high-traffic floor 
areas into attention-grabbing 
ad spaces with 4mil Floor 
Graphics.
Our removable Floor Graphics are ideal for 
interior applications on most dry, clean and 
untextured floors.

Adhesive 
Vinyl
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Our Economy “X-Style” 
Collapsible Banner Stands are 

versatile and easy to setup. They 
are available with either our 13 
oz scrim vinyl outdoor or 10 mil 
premium vinyl indoor banners 
and arrive in a slim nylon bag.

Feather Flags are printed using 
superior direct to fabric dye 

sublimation equipment. These 
premium quality flags are 

printed on 3oz Polyester. Ideal 
for advertising businesses, 

events, and trade shows.

Banner  
Stand 

X-Style

Perfect for wall décor, POP displays and more, this 
lightweight poly/cotton matte Canvas looks great 

mounted or framed and is also easily rolled and shipped. 
Hems, Grommets and Pole Pockets options are available 

for additional ease in hanging.

Flags are printed using superior direct to fabric dye 
sublimation equipment. These premium quality flags are 

printed on 3 oz. Polyester and have a canvas reinforcement 
strip with 2 grommets on either the left or the right side, 

parallel to the short side of the flag.

Fabric Banners Pole Flags

Feather
Flags
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Maximum impact with minimal effort! Instantly 
promote brands and more with Tabletop Retractable 

Banner Displays with 10mil Premium Indoor Vinyl 
Banners, perfect for customers on the go! Available 
in a variety of tabletop-friendly sizes, this product is 
ideal for pop up displays at trade shows, university 

orientations, and indoor events of all kinds.

Table Top 
Retractables

Designed mainly for indoor use, custom wall decals are a great 
option for office, business, and retail walls as well as home decor.

A wall decal is an image or graphic printed directly onto an adhesive, opaque vinyl material. A 
low-tac adhesive is used, allowing the vinyl wall decal to be removed, reused, and repositioned 
many times without damaging paint or drywall. Wall decals are able to be cut to shape, have 

unlimited color options, and come in a wide range of sizes.

Wall Decals
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Lighten up with Backlit Posters! Composed of a 9mil semi-
rigid material with a glossy topcoat, Backlit Posters allow 

customers to create messaging that lights up and stands out 
with vivid backlit graphics and superior light diffusion.

Get your message out with our high quality large full color 
Posters! Printed on a range of stocks with the option of glossy 

and dull finish, we give you the versatility to ensure your 
message looks its best wherever it is displayed. Choose from 
high gloss UV for high impact. For a softer look, choose gloss 

AQ and to reduce glare in bright areas choose Satin AQ.

Backlit Posters Large Posters

Event Tents are the perfect large-scale 
marketing medium to get noticed at festivals, 
conventions, trade shows and more.
They are printed with UV Ink Technology on 11oz water-repellent fabric. 
They include 4 fabric panels that can feature up to 4 different designs 
(one for each side). Each panel is sewn together and set up on a 10’ x 
10’ aluminum pop-up canopy tent.

Event Tents
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Sidewalk Signs
Promote your company with attractive and versatile sidewalk signs, such 
as A-frame signs and the Blizzard. The Blizzard is strong and can withstand 
strong winds without tipping over. 

We print your advertisement on a vinyl banner that is excellent for the 
outdoor elements.
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Rigid Signs
Rigid Signs include coroplast, foamcore, and PVC signage. All three options 
are available in full color and in custom sizes. Preferred uses for coroplast 
signs are yard signs, political signs, and real estate signs. Foamcore signs 
are used for presentations and are used to mount posters on to. PVC is a 
rigid plastic that is lightweight and weather resistant. 
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Customized Backdrops for 
Tradeshows and Conferences
Backdrops are perfect for conference and trade show 
displays. Simply customize the backdrop design with 
your company logo to be used as step and repeat 
banners.

Include one large image and use them as 
photography backdrops, wedding backdrops or 
stage backdrops.

You can get your backdrop printed on a 13 oz. vinyl 
material, 15 oz. vinyl material, or adhesive fabric. Sizes 
range from 8’ x 8’ to 8’ x 20’. Your backdrops can 
include optional pole pockets placed at the top and 
bottom, grommets every 2’, or a banner stand.

Backdrops

This perforated window film is designed for production of see-
through graphics for windows.

A 6mil white flexible vinyl front with a clear removable acrylic adhesive back. 
Recommended for use on flat vehicle windows or retail store windows.

Window Graphics
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Promo
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This sturdy eco-friendly 6oz cotton-
canvas Tote Bag is washable, 
reusable and useful for anything 
from grocery shopping to hitting the 
gym. 
 
We print full color on both sides and offer a huge 
print area of 9 x 13. Our Totes include dual self-fabric 
straps for convenient over-the-shoulder carry, 
leaving hands free for shopping applications. With 
low minimums, you can upload various custom 
images conveniently.

Printed Pins are the perfect process 
for complex designs with multiple 
colors, color blends, and photo 
reproductions.
Offset Printing is the same process used for 
printing photographs and other complex 
images. Silk Screen Printing is used for solid 
colors and is the same process used to print 
signs and banners. We can use these same 
processes for your printed lapel pins. We 
offer 3 different base metals for printed pins; 
either brass, stainless steel, or aluminum.

Brass is the best and is the only choice if 
you want your lapel pin plated in bright 
gold or silver. Stainless steel is a durable 
choice but can not be plated in gold. 
Finally aluminum is the most cost 
effective and lightest base metal but it 
can not be plated and has a brushed 
silver look.

Tote Bags

Pins
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USB 
Drives

Branded
Pens

Water 
Bottles
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Dye 
Sublimation
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Dye Sublimation is a 
printing method that uses heat sensitive 
inks to produce crisp, photo-lab quality 
print images. It is excellent to use for 
high-quality printing on fabric and small 
quantity runs. The ability to use on short 
print runs makes dye sublimation a superb 
choice for personalization as well.

There are many benefits to using dye 
sublimation printing over other traditional 
print methods. Some of the benefits are:

Images Do Not Fade or Crack
Since the heat causes the dye to become 
part of the fabric it is applied to, the image 
is more durable, resists cracking, and can 
be washed without risk of fading.

Images are High Quality
Dye-sublimation printing applies the ink as 
vapor,instead of traditional print methods 
that lay down colors in dot patterns, 
resulting in white space between the dots 
that can lessen the quality of an image 
and give it a more rough appearance. 

The dye sublimation process creates a 
graduation around the edge of the pixels, 
creating a much smoother, more natural 
image.

Can be Used for Short Runs
Traditional printing methods, such as 
silkscreen, often require larger runs to 
be cost-effective. The process of dye 
sublimation makes shorter runs not only 
achievable but cost-effective as well.

Customization is Easy
Since the process of dye sublimation 
involves individual prints, product 
personalization is easy. Adding names, 
numbers, or other personal touches to a 
product is as simple as creating a new file.

Custom Socks
Tshirts 
Chromaluxe
Table Throw
Full Covered T Shirts
Towels
Custom Koozies
Zipper Pouches
Bottle Sleeves
Mouse Pads
Coffee Mugs
Custom License Plates

Jersey Printing 
Custom Pillow Graphics
Flag Printing 
Polymer Keychains
Flip Flops
Lanyards
Custom Necktie
Beanies
Scarfs Tote Bags 
Bandanas
Promotional Items

T-Shirts
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Fabrics

Full Color Chromoluxe 
High End Metal Print 

Pillow Cases

Socks
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Bottle Openers

Flags

Koozies

Mugs

Promo Items

Wood

Lanyards
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Vehicle 
Wraps



Having a 3M vehicle wrap means that your car wrap is long-lasting while having 
the strength to sustain your graphic imaging in this South Texas heat.

MOVING ADVERTISING…WILL GET YOU NOTICED.

PROCESS
Our creative graphic designers will create a mock-up based on 
the type of vehicle.

You will review and request revisions if any.

After all revisions are complete, and you are satisfied with the 
design, you will approve for print.

After proof approval, the vehicle wrap will move to print 
production.

Once print production is complete, it will go through quality 
control.

Once quality control approves, one of our team members will set 
up a date and time for our professional installers to install your 
vehicle wrap.

The vehicle will need to be washed before dropping off at Chile 
Media for installation.

The installation will begin and will be reviewed again by quality 
control.

Viola! Pick up your vehicle, then get moving and get noticed.

HALF VEHICLE WRAP
Half vehicle wraps give the impression of a full vehicle wrap without 
the full vehicle wrap budget. Chile Media’s graphic design team will 
creatively design a partial vehicle wrap that will still have as much 
impact as a full vehicle wrap. We take advantage of the type of 
vehicle you have, and it’s design and tailor a design to your particular 
vehicle so that it showcases the information you want the most. We 
use the same high-quality vinyl and still invest the same amount 
of attention to detail on all of our wraps. A half vehicle wrap is an 
excellent investment for any business looking for the best ROI on their 
advertising dollars.

PARTIAL VEHICLE WRAP
A partial vehicle wrap is the best solution for someone looking to wrap 
less than 40% of their vehicle. You can still utilize a good portion of 
your vehicle, such as the hood, tailgate, or vehicle sides, as long as 
you have an expert fluid design that can still get your message out. 
That is why Chile Media’s graphic design team is perfect for this type 
of vehicle wrap. We know that budget means everything, and we want 
to get you the most out of each marketing dollar you spend. Leave it 
to our graphic design team to work up a custom created design for 
your partial vehicle wrap that will still advertise your business. 
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CREATIVE PROCESS

Branding 
& Identity

With attention to detail, a good design requires engaging 
content using headings and sub-headings, followed by 
informational text for informational pieces.

Once defined, the message then goes to the creative 
application, but sometimes the graphic or illustration 
comes before. Whether the ideas fly out of our heads or 
come from a compositional sketch, our team of creatives 
know how to think outside the box and know how to apply 
the introduction of communication inquiry.

At Chile Media, we use all methods old and new to come 
to the inspirational point of execution, taking your idea and 
making it into a graphic, logo, or brand.

The creative process is never the same for any one product 
or client but the path is. Good design requires catchy 
content using headings and sub-heading followed by 
informational text.

Once defined, the message then goes to creative 
application but sometimes the graphic or illustration comes 
before. Whether the ideas fly out of our heads or come 
from a compositional sketch, our team of creative knows 
how to think outside the box and know how to apply the 
introduction of communication inquiry.

At Chile Media we use all methods old and new to come 
to the inspirational point of execution taking your idea and 
making it into a graphic.
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CREATIVE DESIGN 
VS. GRAPHIC DESIGN
You can find a graphic designer anywhere. It is easy for 
someone to title themselves as a graphic designer but 
difficult to earn the title. The reality is that intuitive and 
creative design overcomes good graphic design. Using 
the art of graphic design as a vehicle to creative and 
original design is something all advertising agencies 
strive to achieve. A unique, eye-catching design is the 
product of combining emotional and logical cues to drive 
a response or behavior to those who view the design.

All advertising and visual graphics are the attempt at 
creative design but attaining it takes a trained eye, 
ingenuity, and quality content. With hundreds of ads 
around us daily, having an edge above the competition 
is a must in order to compete for favor and response to 
design compositions.
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Web 
Design



JOIN THE WORDPRESS REVOLUTION AND
INCREASE YOUR SALES FOR YOUR COMPANY. 

CHILE MEDIA CAN CREATE A WORDPRESS WEBSITE 
THAT WILL HELP YOU GET THE WORD OUT ABOUT 
WHAT YOU DO.

WordPress has become a powerhouse in the web design business. There are now many 
businesses that are using this powerful tool.  At last count, there are currently over 
75,000,000 sites in the world, and this number is growing.

The growing popularity of WordPress has been because of all of the functionality plus the 
different looks that it offers a website.  There are tools to backup your site, added security 
features, slideshow options, and so many more.

At Chile Media, we are taking this impressive tool and bringing you the vast capabilities it 
provides. Not only will we provide a great looking site (to the envy of your competitors), but 
we will make sure it is done right and is easily searchable.

Chile Media has a great web team that will take you from the very first step, all the way to 
taking your website live.  Let Chile Media take you on a great journey and help you attract 
more clients for you or your business.

Here are some things that you can expect from your new website:

• You will be able to interact with your visitors via forms
• Show your visitors that you’ve got what they need
• Attract people to ask for more information
• Update your content regularly so people will come back to view your site
• Turn your visitors into buyers
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RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN
The majority of people now use their cellphones or tablets to lookup websites. 

This is where having a responsive web design comes in handy. Rather than force 
viewers to enlarge a page or to use the left/right scroll bar, we can make sure 

that your website is easily viewed on either a cellphone, tablet, or desktop

CONTENT
“Content is King” – that is a quote you will see used frequently when you talk 

about web design. The more text you have on your website, the longer a viewer 
stays on your site.  Consequently, this will help you with ranking and have a 

better opportunity to rank for target keywords.
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THE PROCESS
Some people might find the process of doing webpages daunting, and it can be, but 

Chile Media can help you with the process by supplying a worksheet that will help 
you think of what you want your site to convey. Then, we take this worksheet and the 

content you provide and convert it to a website.

In order to get this site up and running within a reasonable amount of time, we ask that 
you provide us with all of the content (text and graphics) before we set up your site.

After you are satisfied with the look and the content, we will check for speed, and add 
some basic SEO (if you choose one of our SEO plans).  So, after the site is done we will 
not leave you stranded. Things are constantly changing and evolving. We can offer 

you low-cost maintenance packages where you can call us if you need any changes 
made. We will also make sure that your site is updated monthly.

SEO FRIENDLY
It is great to have a good looking site, however, if you can’t be found on a search 
engine, then not many people will be able to see that great looking site. SEO, or 
Search Engine Optimization is the next step in the process. Chile Media can help 
you generate more leads by focusing on adding information to the back-end of 

your site, to help a search engine know what the site is about.
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Social Distancing
Graphics



Social Distancing Floor Decals
Enforce social distancing with branded floor decals. We offer 
various shapes, including circles, rectangles, and custom contour 
cut shapes such as arrows for directional purposes. Our adhesive 
social distancing decals include a matte lamination, making them 
easy to clean.

Are you ready to order but need graphic design help? No need to 
worry; leave that to us. Our graphic design team will mock up a 
design for you. We offer quick production turnaround on all of our 
social distancing decals. Once you approve your mockup, we will 
start print production.

Social Distancing Wall and Window Vinyl 
Decals and Floor Decals
Encourage social distancing in your business, restaurant, or office 
with vinyl decals. We produce custom decals in any shape or size 
to suit the needs of your space. All of our social distancing wall, 
window, and floor decals are available in full color with a quick 
production turn around time.

Social distancing decals are an easy way to communicate to 
customers about their proximity to others. They remind us all to 
observe the guidelines in a friendly, positive way.

Wall And Window Vinyl Decals
Our social distancing wall and window decals are on a low-tac 
adhesive vinyl allowing it to be repositioned and removed with 
ease. Vinyl decals are intended for smooth interior wall surfaces 
and windows. When installing on walls and windows, it is important 
to clean the area before applying for best results.

Sneeze Guards and Dividers
We provide tabletop acrylic sneeze guards that are easy to install 
and are portable. We can brand them with your company logo too. 
Sizes available are 44”wx22”h, 44”wx31”h, and 44”wx35”h.
We also offer hanging sneeze guards that can be branded or 
blank. They are available in lengths and widths of 24”, 30”, 36”, and 
48”. They are secured in an aluminum snap frame and are easy to 
disinfect.

If you need a simple way to separate co-workers or customers 
from each other without having to re-arrange your space, use 
banner dividers or plexiglass stands. They are portable and 
lightweight.

All of these products are a friendly reminder to your customers of 
social distancing throughout their visit and will let you focus on the 
work you love. Call Chile Media today for more information.
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